
Module Title: Spanish II 

Module Code: HSP5201 

Credit Value: 30 

Level: 5 

Pre-requisite modules: 

 

Content Description 

This course focusses on the use of the Spanish language; morphology and syntax; semantic 

discrimination; translation from and into Spanish; use of the spoken language; aural 

comprehension; practice in spoken Spanish. 

 

Module Aims 

Spanish II is a level 5, stage 4 language course according to the departmental benchmarks 

and a level B2 in accordance with Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

(CEFR) on which our benchmarks are based. 

This means that you are expected to:  

 

Stage 4 (equivalent to B2 of the CEFR): At this stage students are expected to: 

Understand the main ideas of complex speech and texts, live or broadcast, on both concrete and 
abstract topics, including technical discussions in his/her field of specialisation 

• Interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity, and give clear detailed presentations on a 
range of relevant subjects, expanding and supporting ideas with subsidiary points and 
relevant examples 

• Produce clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects; synthesise and evaluate 
information and arguments from a number of sources and explain a viewpoint on a topical 
issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options 

• Write an essay with a relatively high degree of grammatical control which develops an 
argument systematically, using a limited number of cohesive devices to produce clear, 
coherent discourse 

 

You will learn and practice the following grammar points:  



PRETÉRITO IMPERFECTO DE INDICATIVO  
PRET. INDEFINIDO DE INDICATIVO 

PRET. INDEFINIDO & PRET. PERFECTO DE INDICATIVO 

PRET. IMPERFECTO & INDEFINIDO DE INDICATIVO 

PRET. INDEFINIDO, PRET. IMPERFECTO Y PRET. PERFECTO DE INDICATIVO 

PRET. PLUSCUAMPERFECTO DE INDICATIVO 

ORACIONES CONDICIONALES 

PERÍFRASIS VERBALES 

PRESENTE, PRET. IMPERFECTO & PRET. PLUSCUAMPERFECTO DE SUBJUNTIVO 

PRONOMBRES DE RELATIVO Y ORACIONES DE RELATIVO 

ORACIONES SUBORDINADAS SUSTANTIVAS 

ORACIONES CONCESIVAS 

ORACIONES CAUSALES 

ORACIONES FINALES 

ORACIONES CONSECUTIVAS 

VOZ PASIVA 

ORACIONES CONDICIONALES 

ESTILO DIRECTO E INDIRECTO  

ORACIONES TEMPORALES  

 


